
Homework:  Look out for any 
additional opportunities for children 
to fundraise at home. There will also 
be MyMaths and spellings each week. 
A particular focus on times table 
learning at home will support 
learning in school.

Year 5
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English:
The children will be studying a persuasive letter, which will encourage them to use 
modal verbs and factual information in order to persuade people to support their 
campaign of raising money for camp. The children will be focusing on the use of 
persuasive devices within the text and will then be learning how form a clear and 
evidenced argument. They will have the opportunity to decide how to present their final 
piece which will contribute to their team’s efforts. 
The children will be continuing to participate in reading skills sessions and will have a 
spelling test on Monday. Please look out for their personal spellings written in  their 
home school books. Grammar and punctuation lessons will continue and you can keep 
up-to-date with our learning within Seesaw. 

Other subjects:  The maths focus will 
be on addition and subtraction. 
Children, as ever, should be confident 
with all times tables up to 12 x 12 and 
beginning to recall square and prime 
numbers up to 50. PE will be this half 
term on a Wednesday and Friday. 5LW 
will have swimming on Friday 
afternoons.

In addition...
The children will have ownership of raising money for their group by having a stall at 
the year 5 fair. They will have responsibility of deciding on a product or activity to 
advertise at the fair. The children will first have to pitch this idea to their teachers, 
ensuring that their designs and costing are well thought out. 

In Other News…
Please look out for any events happening around school to boost our opportunities fund 
for all children. 
Thank you to parents/carers for all your hard work reading with children at home- 
please make sure you continue to sign the home-school books. Our target is four 
signatures a week.  

Our Challenge: can we persuade 
people to support our 

campaign. 

Outcome: Children will help to 
plan and support an Easter fair 

to raise money for camp.

Computing & Art
The children will be designing posters and displays for their groups’ stall.  The children 
will also be using their computing skills to improve their knowledge and use of 
spreadsheets that will be used for costing their products. 


